
Present: ATO-David, CSO-Brian, FCO-Nick, XO-Hank, CTO-Gunther, CEO-Oded, CO-Shellie, AGM-Ian
Absent: OPS-Matt, ASO-Stephen

Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<Begin Tal-War Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>
ATO_Soren says:
::at tactical console::
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::riding along in the ground vehicle looking out at the streets of Risa::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::sat in the shuttle, following the plasma trail::
XO_McRae says:
::kicked back in chair waiting for report from AT::
ATO_Soren says:
::presses some buttons::
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Looks at Jarvel:: CSO: Those people won't be too happy having someone else toying with their systems..
CSO_Jarvel says:
@CTO: Sir?
ATO_Soren says:
XO: Sir, everything looks normal. I have transporter locks on every team member, in case something goes wrong.
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::continues checking sensors::
CEO_Helman says:
::Sits at SCI console::
XO_McRae says:
ATO: Fantastic.
ATO_Soren says:
XO: Indeed
CTO_Jordain says:
@CSO: I wonder if my security clearances are sufficient to get us a decent overview of the arrivals and departures during the last days..
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::Kailah peels her eyelids open and heads for the shower::
CEO_Helman says:
::whispers:: ATO : Soren, making new friends are we
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::quick sonic shower over she gets dressed and heads for the TL::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
TL: Bridge
ATO_Soren says:
::grins:: CEO: Jealous ?
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::nods:: CTO: I'm sure that the local Federation Adjutant will be able to get us the information we require, if the indigenous peoples aren't cooperative.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*XO*: On my way Quinn, overslept from the sinus meds sickbay gave me.        I don't know why all that stuff has to make you sleepy!
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::feels the OPS officer slowing the ground vehicle as they arrive at the spaceport ... waits till they stop before stepping out of the ground car::
CEO_Helman says:
::Shakes head at hearing the sentence::
CTO_Jordain says:
@CSO: I do hope so.. I found it strange how they reacted on our unexpected arrival.. so much for 'welcome to paradise'..
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Communications console indicates regular transmission from SFC.  Things to note are new personnel specifically a new CMO
CEO_Helman says:
ATO : Soren, ohhh shut up
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::the ten second turbolift ride seems to be taking forever::
XO_McRae says:
*CO*: Take your time Captain.  Just waiting to hear from the AT.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::she steps out and takes a few minutes to just stand there quietly and wake up::
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::pulls out his tricorder and sweeps it from right to left:: CTO: Yes, that was quite unexpected... ::walks into the building::
ATO_Soren says:
XO: Communication from starfleet, on screen
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: the communications console keeps bleeping
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Hang on Quinn, I am getting a cup of tea from the ready room.
XO_McRae says:
ATO: Fabulous.  ::looks at screen::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
All: And someone answer the darn comm!
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::heads into the ready room for her wake up beverage of choice::
CEO_Helman says:
::Takes another look at planet scans::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::five minutes later she is fortified with a few sips of caffeine and feels a bit more alive::
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Enters the building and notices several people just stopping and staring at the AT::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::she exits the ready room back onto the bridge::
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::raises a suspicious eyebrow:: CTO: I get the impression that the indigenous people are not overly fond of us... ::begins to head towards where he believes the Dockmasters office is::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The viewscreen changes to show...just text ...including the information on the new CMO ...much to the captain's obvious glee
CEO_Helman says:
::Notices CO entering the bridge, and nods::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Okay, I feel more ready to face the day.     What have we got so far?
CEO_Helman says:
ATO : Excellent Soren
ATO_Soren says:
::turns to TAC 2::
CTO_Jordain says:
@CSO: So it seems.. I have a strange feeling about this.. ::keeps walking::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::sits in the XO chair so Quinn doesn't have to move::
CEO_Helman says:
CO : I think the main screen says it all
ATO_Soren says:
::changes console to display Klingon recipes::
ATO_Soren says:
CEO: What's excellent ?
CEO_Helman says:
ATO : That you put the CMO's orders an the bridge main screen
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
CEO: Well then Mr. Helman.        Since you think its so useful why don't you elaborate on it for the rest of us?
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::comes to a door marked "Dockmaster" and knocks::
XO_McRae says:
::comes out of his reverie:: CO: Huh, oh.  Not much so far.  I'm tempted to just blow up the planet and keep going just for something to do.
ATO_Soren says:
::frowns at the CEO::
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Wanted to knock the door but Jarvel was faster.. 'Vulcan efficiency'::
CEO_Helman says:
CO : Well captain as you can see this are our new CMO's orders to report to the ship
ATO_Soren says:
::finds some useful tips on cooking Gah'::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: I understand we have a new CMO Mr. Quinn.
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::sees no one arrive at the door and turns to the CTO:: CTO: Mister Jordain ... if you please. ::waves towards the door::
ATO_Soren says:
::looks back at the tactical console, sees that everything is okay::
XO_McRae says:
CO: Do we?  Didn't notice.  But I tend to ignore the CMO in general.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Well the CEO just informed me that that is what our Starfleet message is about
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Although I wouldn't think new crew would merit an official comm.
XO_McRae says:
CO: Any chance we can turn out the lights and pretend no one is home?
CEO_Helman says:
CO, XO  : well it's on the Main Screen of the bridge
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: Sorry, if we turn out the lights I will fall back asleep.         ::Grin::
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Nods at Jarvel:: CSO: Indeed.. ::Just opens the door and walks in, looking around for the dockmaster..::
ATO_Soren says:
::taps his fingers on the console::
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::follows 'the muscle' into the Dockmaster's office and glances about rather surprised to find no one there:: CTO: Hmm...
ATO_Soren says:
::is not used to being so bored on a starship::
Host Quchant says:
<DockMaster> ::in the middle of eating half a chicken::....erm....Can I....help you....?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Why don't you run some battle simulations while we have a lull?        Just because things are quiet now doesn't mean they will stay that way.
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::glances from the Dockmaster to his chicken salad sandwich and then back again ... pulls out his tricorder and begins to scan the sandwich:: Self: Fascinating...
ATO_Soren says:
CO: Very well, sir.
ATO_Soren says:
::switches to tactical simulation mode::
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Arches brows and spots the dockmaster:: CSO: Ah, there he is.. ::Walks over to him:: Dockmaster: Greetings. We are here for an inquiry.. We're in need of certain arrival and departure dates.. ::persistent::
ATO_Soren says:
CO: Any particular enemies that you prefer ?
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::continues to follow the trail, frowning as he watches the course alter again::
Host Quchant says:
<DM> CTO:..erm...can you come back after lunch?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Why don't you try getting some practice in with our current nemesis.       Test out the capabilities of Bolian ships for now.
CSO_Jarvel says:
@Dockmaster: Specifically, Commander Jordain and myself are seeking information on a Bolian freighter or transport that recently left this facility.
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Places hands on his desk and looks him straight in the eyes:: DM: It is.. quite imperative that we get that access real soon.. I'm sure you'll be very helpful..
ATO_Soren says:
::punches some buttons, as two Bolian ships appear::
Host Quchant says:
<DM> ::holds up a chicken leg and waves it at the CSO::  Look....if you want the information....go get it yourself....::points using chicken leg at terminal in corner::....leave me alone eating
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Stands up and nods at the CSO::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
XO: What happened to our CEO?       I didn't even see him leave.
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::glances at his tricorder, sidetracked:: Dockmaster: Are you aware that the sandwich you are eating has virtually zero nutritional value?
ATO_Soren says:
XO: Apparently he was feeling ill from something he ate
Host Quchant says:
<DM> CSO: That's probably why it tastes so good....so much better than that damn plomeek soup you eat
XO_McRae says:
::scans ship for the CEO::  CO: There he is.  In sickbay. 
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::corrects his pronunciation:: Dockmaster: Yes, but plomeek soup will not do to me what that sandwich will do to you. ::arches his eyebrows indicating the dockmaster's sizable belly before turning towards the Commander and heading for the terminal::
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Smiles and turns away from the dockmaster, keeping a look at the door, which is still open::
ATO_Soren says:
::runs over simulation, nothing special::
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::stands at the terminal and begins to access the data:: CTO: Accessing now, Commander...
ATO_Soren says:
CO: The Bolian ships seem to have a week point between the starboard warp nacelle and the shield generator.
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::navigates his way through the Dockmasters registry attempting to locate any vessels of Bolian origin that have recently left the facility::
ATO_Soren says:
::a beep indicates simulation is over::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Are you keeping an eye on the teams?
ATO_Soren says:
::switches to look over the status of the AT::
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Glances at the screen and returns to keeping an eye at the surroundings::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Our CEO was doing it but he suddenly took ill
ATO_Soren says:
::transporter locks are still active::
ATO_Soren says:
CO: Actually, I was doing it. And everything is ok.
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::comes across some information:: CTO: I may have found something, Commander ... a Bolian transport vessel recently left the facility after dropping off a load of 'tourists' at a nearby resort. According to the information contained in this registry, it also took on a number of passengers for the return trip to Belarus IX.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Any reports?        They have been gone long enough they should be reporting in soon.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::getting impatient for news::
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::snaps the tricorder from his belt as he accesses the passenger manifest and begins to download it into his tricorder simultaneously comparing it to the list of engineers and other personnel who were aboard the Tal-War during their last layover at the Starbase::
ATO_Soren says:
CO: Nothing from the AT. But I'm not picking anything unusual around them, so I suppose they are concentrating on the mission
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Bows to look at the screen:: CSO: Good work.. transfer all of that to your tricorder, to the ship and to Mr. Ranahi's runabout. For us it might be a good idea to take a look at those.. 'tourists'.
ATO_Soren says:
::notices a data transfer from the planet::
Host Quchant says:
%ACTION: on the shuttle...the proximity warning goes off
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: I hope Mr. Ranahi sights something soon.          I can't leave him drifting out there forever.
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::sees the proximity alert::  Security team: Heads up, here we go.  I've found something.
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::scans to see what he's discovered::
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::compares the list of passengers both departing and boarding the transport vessel to the lists from the Starbase and tries to find any similarities:: CTO: I may have something ... though it may be a cover name. At least one person appears both on the Starbase registry and the passenger manifest.
CTO_Jordain says:
%<Tac8 leader>::Wakes up:: FCO: Hmm?
ATO_Soren says:
CO: Captain, the away team have uploaded some data. I've forward it to your console.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Thank you.
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The shuttle shakes as if it's been hit with something and all the screens go dead
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::holds on to his console as the ship shakes::  Self: What the - ?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::Kailah hates putting others in danger, she would rather be out there herself::
ATO_Soren says:
::notices something strange on the console::
CTO_Jordain says:
@CSO: Interesting.. is he amongst tour 'tourists'?
ATO_Soren says:
CO: Captain, the runabout has just gone offline !!
CTO_Jordain says:
%<Tac8 leader> FCO: Err.. this is not normal, is it?
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Shortly after that....the shuttle crew see the shuttle dissolve from inside a transporter beam
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Get it back!         Call down the TR room and have them get a lock if they can!
ATO_Soren says:
::punches some buttons::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Tac: Depends on what you would consider normal.  In my book, no.  ::stabs at his console, trying to get things back online::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Shuttle is over a WEEKS travel at warp 2 from the Tal-War's current position
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::looks up at Jordain, his face a mask of passive calm:: CTO: That name is Lieutenant Gah'dot Soren...
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::continues frowning and stabbing at buttons::
ATO_Soren says:
CO: Captain, I've lost the runabout. I did detect a transporter fluctuation, though.
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Punching buttons on the shuttle won't help as the crew are no longer on the shuttle
FCO_Ranahi says:
%sees himself materialize elsewhere::  Self: Where the - ?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Can we get long range scans going?        Maybe even tie them to the deflector dish to increase range?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::Kailah wants to panic but that won't help the missing crew::
CTO_Jordain says:
@CSO: What?! ::Looks at the screen in astonishment. Then taps commbadge::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::looks around him to see the rest of the shuttle crew with him::  Tac: Where are we?
ATO_Soren says:
::presses some buttons again::
XO_McRae says:
::starts to scan the area where the shuttle is to see what he can find out::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Shortly after the Shuttle crew materialize...the are stunned with a beam.....Ranahi falls over and hit's his head
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::continues to run through the rest of the Starbase Manifest as compared to the Transports Manifest looking for any other matching names::
FCO_Ranahi says:
%Self: Oof!  ::slumps to the floor::
CTO_Jordain says:
%<Tac8 leader>Self: Oomph.. ::hits head hard on one of the other tacs::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: All remaining sensor trace of the shuttle goes offline
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Is the shuttle still there?     Can you pick it up on scan?
ATO_Soren says:
CO: No captain. Nothing. The runabout is NOT there. But there isn't much I can do from this distance.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Okay, boost the scan and search for debris.
ATO_Soren says:
CO: Aye.
CTO_Jordain says:
@*Tal-War* CO: Ma'am, I need to talk to you privately, it's very urgent..
ATO_Soren says:
::increases power to sensors::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: I will be in my ready room, stand by.
ATO_Soren says:
::nods::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: You have the bridge Mr. Soren, don't break it please.
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::finishes his cross-reference:: CTO: There are no other names that appear on both the Starbase Manifest and the transport Manifest.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::heads into the ready room::
ATO_Soren says:
::scans the area around the last known position of the runabout::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::sits at a computer console and brings up a privacy communication::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Sensors show a large unidentified ship leaving the last known position of the shuttle
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*Risa*: CTO: Go ahead Mr. Jordain.
CTO_Jordain says:
@*Tal-War* CO: Mr. Jarvel has cross checked records from the Bolian ship and Starbase 231. There is only one person that shows on both lists, and it is Lt. Soren..
Host Quchant says:
%ACTION: A while later the shuttle crew wake up in a dingy brig
ATO_Soren says:
::taps badge::*CO* Captain, I have detected a warp trail leaving the vicinity of the runabout.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*Risa*: CTO: Our new ATO?
CTO_Jordain says:
%<Tac8 leader> ::Has a very bad headache, holds head in pain and tries to see what's in front of him..::
CTO_Jordain says:
@*Tal-War* CO: Indeed.. I do not understand, but that's what it says here.. I suggest you take action up there and inquire him about it..
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::still unconscious on the floor::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Ranahi is awoken to the pleasant sensation of a boot to the gut
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Looks at Jarvel with a worried look::
ATO_Soren says:
*CO* Captain. This is urgent. I have detected a warp trail leaving the vicinity of the runabout.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*Risa*: CTO: Who is temporarily in charge of security?
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::coughs as he is rudely awoken::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Ask the FCO to lock on to the trail and follow.
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::closes his tricorder and re-holsters it with a thoughtful expression on his face:: CTO: It would seem unlikely that Lieutenant Soren could be both on the Tal-War and on the Bolian Transport at the same time. It is far more likely that our culprit is merely posing as Lieutenant Soren. Records indicate the individual did not remain here on Risa.
ATO_Soren says:
FCO2: Follow that warp trail
CTO_Jordain says:
@*Tal-War* CO: Err.. Mr. Soren himself, captain...
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::gets up slowly::  Tac: Where are we?
ATO_Soren says:
<FCO2>ATO: Aye.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*Risa*: CTO: I see... that's not good.        Okay, who would be next?     I can't exactly have him arrest himself!
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The FCO is looking at the business end of a projectile weapon.
ATO_Soren says:
<FCO2>::punches in the destination of the unidentified ship, and goes to warp 8::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: held by masked and armored unidentifiable humanoids
CSO_Jarvel says:
@CTO: We should return to the ship, Commander. You can see to the matter yourself.
FCO_Ranahi says:
%::sits up, slightly worried about the prospect of his untimely demise::
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: Sensors indicate that the vessel that left the scene of the shuttle capture is traveling at warp 9.8
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*Risa*: CTO: I think we can wait for now.       He is in plain sight of everyone at present.       Oh dear Lord... I left him in charge of the bridge!
CTO_Jordain says:
@CSO: That would be logical.. By the way.. are there any pictures that go along with those crew records?
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::she doesn't even cut the connection as she blazes a trail out of the ready room so fast she almost predates the door opening::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::she skids to a halt only to see...::
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::pats his tricorder:: CTO: I have downloaded all the records here ... I can review them for an image of our suspect once I have access to the Tal-War's computers.
ATO_Soren says:
::notices the CO::
CTO_Jordain says:
@*Tal-War* CO: An arrest may not be necessary.. we'll have to make sure it is actually himself and not an imposter.. We'll be coming aboard now if you don't want us to do anything else down here..
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::her face burns red as she witnesses a perfectly normal scene and mortified makes her apologies::
CTO_Jordain says:
@CSO: Thank you, Mr. Jarvel.
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::bows ever so slightly to the El-Aurian::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
ATO: Um, I thought of something important that needed to be told right away but I seem to have forgotten it so I will just go back in my Ready Room and die of embarrassment er I mean never mind you have the bridge I'll be in the ready room.
ATO_Soren says:
::hears that obscure transmission from the CTO::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
::she enters the ready room just in time to hear the CTO's response::
ATO_Soren says:
::continues to monitor the warp trail::
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*Risa*: CTO: Well I wish you had said that before I made an idiot of myself.        Tal-War out.
Host Quchant says:
ACTION: The Tal-War is loosing ground on the target vessel
ATO_Soren says:
::notices fluctuations on the warp trail::
ATO_Soren says:
FCO2: Take us to warp 9.4
ATO_Soren says:
<FCO2>::punches some buttons:: ATO: Aye
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*AFCO*: Turn back around please.      We lost them.        Note the end of the trail and swing back to pick up our team.
ATO_Soren says:
<AFCO>*CO* Aye, sir.
CSO_Jarvel says:
@::turns to the Dockmaster:: Dockmaster: I see that a Federation Tender vessel is scheduled to leave for Bolarius IX in a few moments. Were would we find its crew?
CTO_Jordain says:
@CSO: Hmm.. I wonder why we weren't beamed out yet.. ::just stands there::
CSO_Jarvel says:
@CTO: The Tal-War has left orbit, Commander. We will need to gain transport elsewhere.
Host CO_Jorgaenson says:
*Risa*: CTO: Stand by, we are swinging back around to pick you up.
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Nods:: CSO: Hmm, isn't there a runabout or some other federation vessel around?
ATO_Soren says:
<AFCO>::changes course back to Risa::
CSO_Jarvel says:
@CTO: There is a... ::stops mid-sentence as he hears the message from the CO:: ...but I presume it will not be necessary.
Host Quchant says:
%ACTION: All this time the captors are staring at the FCO....pointing the weapon at him..not saying anything
CTO_Jordain says:
@::Arches brows:: *Tal-War* CO: We're most thankful, captain.. CSO: Problem solved it seems..
CTO_Jordain says:
%<Tac8 leader> ::Blinks as he sees the weapon::
Host Quchant says:
<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<<End Mission>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>>



